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Abstract We offer a perspective on EBMT from a statistical MT standpoint, by
developing a three-dimensional MT model space based on three pairs of deﬁnitions:
(1) logical versus statistical MT, (2) schema-based versus example-based MT, and (3)
lexical versus compositional MT. Within this space we consider the interplay of three
key ideas in the evolution of transfer, example-based, and statistical approaches to
MT. We depict how all translation models face these issues in one way or another,
regardlessoftheschoolofthought,andsuggestwheretherealquestionsforthefuture
may lie.
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1 Introduction
We offer a perspective on example-based machine translation (EBMT) vis-à-vis sta-
tistical machine translation (SMT), and traditional compositional rule-based machine
translation (RBMT). Our discussion is partly motivated by the fact that in common
usageweﬁndtwoverydifferentkindsofsensestotermssuchas“example-basedMT”,
“statistical MT”, and the like. Some have argued for fuzzy sociocultural senses, which
arise and mutate in accord with the historical evolution of research communities and
subcommunities. In contrast, we believe it is important to adhere to the formal senses,
which are well-deﬁned technical concepts that are mathematically precise and can be
objectively tested.
Where this distinction becomes important is in the context of the following sorts of
frequently asked questions: What is the deﬁnition of EBMT? Do we even know what
EBMT is? Is there a strict deﬁnition of EBMT, or are there simply a large number
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of different models all using corpora, rules, and statistics to varying degrees? Is X a
kind of EBMT model? Does X’s model qualify as EBMT but not SMT? Are all SMT
models (perhaps excluding the IBM models) actually EBMT models as well? Are
EBMT models actually SMT models? Can a rule-based model be example-based?
Statistical? (Often, one senses a loudly implied “just” in such questions.)
Formal deﬁnitions, rather than sociocultural ones, are necessary when it comes
to questions like these. Otherwise the questions tend toward meaningless quibbles:
asking whether X is a kind of EBMT model easily degenerates into an exercise
in sociocultural analysis. Thanks to constant advances, shifts, cross-pollination, and
hybridizationinthemodelingapproachesofanyactivesubcommunity,anythingnewa
subcommunityembracesrapidlybecomespartofitsdeﬁnition.Thus,thesociopolitical
senses are always vaguely deﬁned moving targets.
On the other hand, by appealing to formal deﬁnitions when answering such ques-
tions, we enable rigorous advances in our understanding of the underlying math-
ematical regularities and properties across various MT models, regardless of which
subcommunitytheymayhavearisenin.Thisservestoeliminatesuperﬁcialdifferences
that often impede progress due to antagonisms of vocabulary.
Accordingly, as a foundation for our discussion, we ﬁrst consider in the following
sections how to deﬁne formally SMT, EBMT, and compositional MT. The deﬁnitions
wearriveatsuggestathree-dimensional“MTmodelspace”whoseaxescorrespondto
the three formal deﬁnitions. Given this MT model space, we then consider the trajec-
tory of historical development and interplay of ideas of the three fuzzy sociocultural
strands often loosely referred to as SMT, EBMT, and RBMT research subcommuni-
ties.
2 What is SMT?
To understand what “statistical MT” means, one begins by asking what “statistical”
means.Giventhatthetermislongestablished,onemaynaturallyconsultdictionaries,
which all yield pretty much the same answer:
statistical adj
1. of,relatingto,basedon,oremployingtheprinciplesofstatistics(Merriam-Webster
2002);
2. of or relating to statistics; “statistical population” (WordNet 2003);
3. of, relating to, or employing statistics or the principles of statistics (American
Heritage 2000);
4. relating to statistics (OED 2005).
So what, then, is the deﬁnition of “statistics”?
statistics n
1. a branch of mathematics dealing with the collection, analysis, interpretation, and
presentation of masses of numerical data (Merriam-Webster 2002);
2. a branch of applied mathematics concerned with the collection and interpreta-
tion of quantitative data and the use of probability theory to estimate population
parameters (WordNet 2003);Mach Translat
3. the mathematics of the collection, organization, and interpretation of numerical
data, especially the analysis of population characteristics by inference from sam-
pling (American Heritage 2000);
4. numerical data (American Heritage 2000);
5. science of collecting and classifying a group of facts according to their relative
number and determining certain values that represent characteristics of the group
(Columbia 2005);
6. the collection and analysis of numerical data in large quantities (OED 2005).
We may reasonably conclude:
statisticalMTnMTmakingnontrivialuseofmathematicalstatisticsandprobability.
syn probabilistic MT. ant (purely) logical MT
logical MT n MT making nontrivial use of mathematical logic (without statistics
and probability). ant statistical MT
Notethatsinceprobabilitytheoryisfoundedontopofsettheoryandpropositional
logic, all SMT models are inherently logical MT models, but in addition they are
augmented with a measure that assigns probabilities to the sets. In other words, both
statisticalandlogicalmodelsaresymbolic,dependingintheirvocabularyandstructure
on symbols and variables. (The converse does not hold, however; logical MT models
are not inherently SMT models.)
JustastherearemanypossibleapproachestoMTmakinguseofthevariousmodels
in mathematical logic (using propositional vs. ﬁrst-order vs. modal vs. nonmonotonic
calculi,forsegmentationvs.parsingvs.disambiguationcomponents,indirectvs.trans-
fer vs. interlingual vs. knowledge-based architectures, with deductive vs. abductive vs.
inductive engines, and so on), so too are there many possible approaches to MT
making use of the various models in mathematical statistics, and to widely varying
degreesofsophistication.Inadditiontothebasicmethodsofdescriptivestatistics,var-
ious statistical inference methods of predictive statistics are of particular relevance to
MT and other prediction tasks where the objective is optimal decision making. Even
here, it is noteworthy that many alternative approaches exist (using generative vs.
discriminative vs. minimum Bayes risk formulations, for segmentation vs. parsing vs.
disambiguation components, in direct vs. transfer vs. interlingual vs. knowledge-based
architectures, under classic vs. Bayesian vs. nonparametric assumptions, and so on).
Speaking generally, statistical inference is of course almost always ultimately used for
disambiguation, but this can take place in either decision or search models at various
levels, and can be used for ranking, scoring, parameter estimation, etc. Occasionally
one sees attempts to pigeonhole SMT as one particular model or some narrow class
of models, say, the IBM models (Brown et al. 1990) or source-channel models, or
Bayesian decision models. However, to draw an analogy to models based on sym-
bolic logic, this would be akin to the obvious mistake of trying to pigeonhole “logical
MT” as encompassing only one particular rule-based architecture or one particular
logic.
3 What is EBMT?
Although it has not often been explicitly mentioned in the EBMT literature since
Nagao (1984) ﬁrst proposed “translation by analogy” (cf. Lepage and Denoual 2005),Mach Translat
example-based methods belong to the tradition of analogical models arising in the
mid-1980s under various similar names including “case-based reasoning” (CBR) as in
Kolodner (1983a,b), “exemplar-based reasoning” as in Porter and Bareiss (1986) or
Kibler and Aha (1997), “instance-based reasoning” as in Aha et al. (1991), “memory-
based reasoning” as in Stanﬁll and Waltz (1988), or “analogy-based reasoning” as in
Hall (1989) or Veloso and Carbonell (1993). One detailed point-by-point elaboration
of EBMT as an application of CBR is given by Collins and Somers (2003). Analogical
reasoning at translation runtime is also identiﬁed by Turcato and Popowich (2003) as
themaindistinguishingpropertyofEBMTapproaches.BroadEBMTsurveysshowing
the centrality of reasoning by analogy to examples are found in Somers (1999, 2003),
and Hutchins (2005a) (cf. also Hutchins 2005b).
The distinction between EBMT and other corpus-based learning models is, thus,
essentially an instance of the distinction between CBR and other machine learning
models. As with all the analogical methods, the term “example-based” does not en-
compass all corpus-based, data-driven, or learning methods. Rather, it has a more
speciﬁc implication about how and when learning and adaptation take place, as fol-
lows.
The key deﬁning characteristic distinguishing these models from others is that
they make nontrivial use of a large library of examples/cases/exemplars/instances at
runtime, that is, during the task performance/testing phase rather than the learn-
ing/training phase. New problems are solved at runtime via analogy to similar exam-
ples retrieved from the library, which are broken down, adapted, and recombined as
needed to form a solution. This stands in contrast to most other machine learning
approaches which focus on heavy ofﬂine learning/training phases, so as to compile or
generalize large example sets into abstracted performance models consisting of vari-
ous forms of abstracted schemata (which are normally much smaller than the entire
set of training examples).
Leaning toward memorization rather than abstraction of the training set makes
some signiﬁcant tradeoffs. On one hand, given sufﬁciently large example libraries,
memorization avoids loss of coverage often caused by incorrect generalization or
overgeneralization. In the extreme case, memorization approaches are guaranteed to
reproduceexactlyalluniquesentencetranslationsfromthetrainingcorpus,something
abstracted schematic approaches may not necessarily do. On the other hand, memo-
rization approaches tend to undergeneralize, and runtime space and time complexity
are vastly increased.
Notethattheramiﬁcationsofanexample-basedapproachprimarilymanifestthem-
selves only in a resource-bounded view (Russell and Wefald 1991). If memory space
andruntimeareunbounded,thenintheoryitwouldmakenodifferencewhethergen-
eralization and/or adaptation occur during training vs. testing. In practice, of course,
it makes a great deal of difference.
We see the following deﬁnitions, then:
example-based MT n MT making nontrivial use of a large library of examples
during translation runtime (i.e., testing as opposed to training). syn case-based
MT. ant schema-based MT
schema-based MT n MT making nontrivial use of abstract schemata during trans-
lation runtime (without a large library of examples). ant example-based MT
In practice, entirely “pure” systems do not exist. All systems actually make some
form of tradeoff in how much ofﬂine preprocessing they do during learning/trainingMach Translat
phases, vs. how much online processing they defer until translation runtime/testing.
Likewise, various granularities of schemata are possible. Thus, as we discuss below,
“example-based” and “schema-based” anchor the endpoints of a continuum rather
than a simple binary classiﬁcation.
4 What is compositional MT?
Both SMT and EBMT are data-driven methods that stand in contrast to traditional
approaches of building MT models out of compositional rules (traditionally by hand
as in Systran (Toma 1976), though this is not strictly necessary). The oft-heard term
“rule-basedMT”israthermisleadinginthecontextofseekingformaldeﬁnitionssince,
mathematically speaking, all MT models use some form of rules, even probabilistic
and/or example-based models. It is the compositionality of rules that is really the
intendedemphasis.Leavingasidefornowconsiderationsofsemanticsandpragmatics,
compositional MT models employ bilingual “transfer rules” or “translation rules” or
“transduction rules” that declaratively describe how larger chunks can be translated
by recursively composing smaller translated chunks.
Note that transduction/translation/transfer rules can also of course be used to hold
translations of purely lexical collocations or phrases, as a special case. This is espe-
cially common for the “reordering rules” in direct translation models such as Météo
(Chandioux 1976) or Systran (Toma 1977). However, the distinction between direct
and transfer MT is extremely hazy; as Hutchins and Somers (1992, p75) observe,
“strictly speaking all translation systems involve ‘transfer’ of some kind, the conver-
sion of a source text or representation into a target text or representation.” Whether a
system is considered direct or transfer MT essentially depends on the fuzzy criterion
of how much or how little language-speciﬁc monolingual analysis is performed, that
is, how closely the intermediate representations resemble the source and target texts
themselves.
We add the following deﬁnitions:
compositional MT n MT making nontrivial use of compositional transfer/
transduction rules. syn transfer MT. ant lexical MT
lexicalMTnMTmakingnontrivialuseoflexicaltransfer/transductionrules(with-
out compositional rules). ant compositional MT
5 MT model space
Whatisinterestingtonoteintheforegoingdiscussionisthatthereisnothingmutually
exclusive between the deﬁnitions of SMT, EBMT, or compositional MT. Rather, they
focus on tackling independent issues that any MT model faces.
This suggests that we may view any MT model as sitting at some point within a
three-dimensional space deﬁned by axes corresponding to the degree of statistical,
example-based, and compositional techniques employed, as depicted in Fig. 1.
The example-based x-axis represents the degree to which abstraction (generaliza-
tion and/or adaptation) is performed during testing, as opposed to during training.
Modelsvaryalongthespectrumfromschema-basedmodelswhichemphasizeabstrac-
tion of the training set, to example-based models which emphasize memorization of
the training set.Mach Translat
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collocational
Fig. 1 The space of MT models (see Sect 5)
The compositional y-axis represents the degree to which rules are compositional,
asopposedtolexical.Modelsvaryalongthespectrumfromﬂatlexicalmodels,tofully
recursive compositional models. Collocational/phrasal models fall somewhere in the
middle, since they emphasize composition of lexical items, but often without the full
use of categories.
The statistical z-axis represents the degree to which models make appropriate
use of statistics, as opposed to logic and set-theoretic models. Models vary along the
spectrum from purely logical models, to models that make increasing use of statistics
and statistical inference.
TwoextremepointsinthisspacearehighlightedinFig.2.Attheoriginlietraditional
word-to-word “translation lexicons,” which are logical, lexical,a n dschema-based.I n
fact, any decent real translation lexicon contains numerous collocational or phrasal
translations such as Hong Kong/ , and therefore lies somewhere between lexical
and collocational.
Similarly, translation memories such as trados or Déjà Vu are logical,a sw e l l
as typically somewhere between lexical and collocational, but they are example-
based rather than schema-based. A translation memory stores many examples of
pastlexemeorcollocationtranslations,unlikeatranslationlexiconwhereeachlemma
constitutes an abstract schema.
logical
statistical
example-based schema-based
compositional
lexical
collocational
translation lexicons translation memories
Fig. 2 Two anchors in the space of MT models: translation lexicons and translation memoriesMach Translat
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(Toma 1976, Maas 1987, Chandioux1976, …)
later direct & transfer MT
Fig. 3 Historical trajectory of development of direct and transfer MT models
Let us consider the historical development of direct and transfer MT models,
viewed as a trajectory in the three-dimensional space as depicted in Fig. 3. In the early
MT era of the Georgetown-IBM demonstration, it was thought that grammar would
play the central role, so the emphasis was focused on abstract compositional rules op-
erating over word-to-word translation (Locke and Booth 1955). Statistics did not yet
play a great role (although cryptographic methods and word frequency studies were
envisioned ever since Weaver 1949), and computational resources were too limited to
permit large libraries of examples at runtime. However, it quickly became clear that
simplistic word-to-word translation could not translate even elementary collocations
like Hong Kong/ , so collocations were added to form phrasal translation lexi-
cons; even early Systran (Toma 1976), susy (Maas 1987), Météo (Chandioux 1976)
and GETA’s Ariane (Vauquois 1975, Vauquois and Boitet 1985) architectures incor-
poratedidiom/compound/collocationdictionaries.Subsequentdevelopmentincluded
simplenumericalscoringfunctionsinpreferencesystemstodisambiguateonthebasis
of frequency, as for example in susy (Maas 1987). Today nearly all direct and transfer
MTmodelsareadoptingincreasinguseofatleastsimplestatisticalmethods,including
for example Systran (Senellart et al. 2003).
We now turn to the trajectory of historical development of EBMT models. As
depicted in Fig. 4, the early EBMT models following Nagao (1984) focused on trans-
lation by analogy against a large library of translation examples for lexical colloca-
tions as in Sumita and Iida (1991) and updated in Sumita (2003), with fairly ad hoc
numericalmeasures.Modernversionsofthis“pure”EBMTapproachincludeAndria-
manankasina et al. (2003), Bond and Shirai (2003), and Lepage and Denoual (2005).
Subsequent development pushed in different directions. Lexical collocation transla-
tions were augmented by abstracted templates containing variables (i.e., transduction
rules) thereby simultaneously moving in two dimensions toward both compositional
and schema-based approaches, as in Kitano and Higuchi (1991), Furuse and Iida
(1992), Kaji et al. (1992), or Matsumoto et al. (1993), and subsequently furthered in
work such as Cicekli and Güvenir (1996, 2003), Veale and Way (1997), Brown (1999,
2003), McTait and Trujillo (1999), Carl (2003), Yamamoto and Matsumoto (2003),
Groves et al. (2004), Way and Gough (2005), Cicekli (2005), and Groves and Way
(2005b). At the same time, gradually increasing use of probabilities in similarity met-
rics and in scoring adaptation and composition of hypotheses has also moved EBMTMach Translat
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Fig. 4 Historical trajectory of development of EBMT models
in the direction of statistical approaches. Modern EBMT systems incorporate both;
for example, Aramaki et al. (2005), Langlais and Gotti (2006), Liu et al. (2006), and
Quirk and Menezes (2006) aim for probabilistic formulations of EBMT in terms of
statistical inference.
Where does the development of SMT ﬁt in the picture? As depicted in Fig. 5, the
ﬁrst IBM source-channel models (Brown et al. 1990) began with very simple word-
to-word lexical translation models: they were statistical, lexical,a n dschema-based.
The later IBM models attempted to model lexical collocation translation effects using
indirect means (Brown et al. 1993).
With the introduction of tree-structured SMT approaches supporting stochastic
transduction rules, both lexical collocations and compositional structure could be
explicitlyincorporatedintoSMT,asinthebracketinginversiontransductiongrammar
(BITG) models of Wu (1995a, 1996, 1997, 2000), and closely related subsequent
models like those of Lu et al. (2001, 2002), Simard and Langlais (2003), Zens and Ney
(2003), Zhao and Vogel (2003), Zens et al. (2004), Chiang (2005), Vilar and Vidal
(2005), Wu (2005), and Wu and Fung (2005).
Tree-structured SMT models went on to incorporate more sophisticated com-
positionality, in the form of transduction rules that made use of abstract linguistic
logical
statistical
example-based schema-based
compositional
lexical
collocational IBM models (Brown et al. 1990)
stochastic BITG (Wu 1995)
stochastic ITG (Wu & Wong 1998)
alignment templates (Och 1999)
tree-to-string (Yamada & Knight 2001)
Fig. 5 Historical trajectory of development of SMT models (part 1)Mach Translat
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example-based schema-based
compositional
lexical
collocational IBM models (Brown et al. 1990)
stochastic BITG (Wu 1995)
phrase-based SMT (2000)
stochastic ITG (Wu & Wong 1998)
alignment templates (Och 1999)
tree-to-string (Yamada & Knight 2001)
SBITG (ZensNey Watanabe Sumita 2004)
lexicalized SBITG (Zhang & Gildea2005)
example-based SMT
(Och 2002, Vogel 2005)
Fig. 6 Historical trajectory of development of SMT models (part 2)
categories, as in Wu (1995b), Alshawi et al. (1997, 1998, 2000), Wu and Wong (1998),
Och et al. (1999), Yamada and Knight (2001), or Lin and Cherry (2003).
The subsequent development of tree-structured SMT witnessed two moves toward
increased lexicalization: one focusing on purely lexical collocations, the other on
lexicalizing the compositional SMT models. This is depicted in Fig. 6.
The ﬁrst, occurring around the early 2000s, led to what one might think of as
“example-based SMT”. This move saw the incorporation of vastly expanded runtime
libraries of well over 108 lexical collocation translation rules, essentially memorized
from the training corpus, such as the phrase-based SMT models of Och and Ney
(2002), Koehn et al. (2003), or Zhang and Vogel (2005).1
At the same time, expanded lexicons were also incorporated into recursively com-
positional SMT models, such as the stochastic BITG models of Zens et al. (2004)
or the lexicalized stochastic BITG model of Zhang and Gildea (2005). The lexicons
here, however, still do not memorize the training corpus to the same extent as EBMT
models do.
6 Discussion
Carl (2000) proposed a “model of competence for corpus-based MT” that also classi-
ﬁes MT models along three dichotomies. Carl (2005) posits some similarities with our
three-dimensional MT model space:
The dichotomy ﬁne-grained vs. coarse-grained coincides roughly with “schema-
based” vs. “example-based” in Wu’s MT space: translation units are likely to
be coarse-grained when using a large library of examples ( [ c i t e st h i sp a p e r ] )
while they will be ﬁner grained the more the schemas are abstracted. The axis
molecular vs. holistic is related to “logical” vs. “statistical” since statistics can be
1 Coming from the other direction, on a smaller scale, the hybrid example-based SMT model of
GrovesandWay(2005a,2005b)addsabout430klexicalcollocationtranslationrulesacquiredbytheir
EBMT system to a phrase-based SMT system that itself acquires roughly 1.73m lexical collocation
translation rules.Mach Translat
used to derive shades of meaning distinctions from corpora while mathematical
logicsarerequiredtocomposelargermeaningentitiesfromﬁnitesetsoffeatures.
The dimension austere vs. rich relates to “lexical” vs. “compositional” insofar
as mere lexical translations will be close to their graphemic surface forms while
rich representations are required for compositional translations. (Carl 2005)
However, upon closer inspection, we can see that the formal criteria in the deﬁni-
tions of Carl’s dichotomies differ in important respects.
The ﬁrst two of Carl’s dichotomies are drawn from a theory of meaning proposed
by Dummett (1975). First, a molecular theory of meaning “derives the understanding
of an expression from a ﬁnite number of axioms” (Carl 2000, p997), whereas a holistic
theory “derives the understanding of an expression through its distinction from all
other expressions in that language” (idem.). Applied speciﬁcally to corpus-based MT,
“in a molecular approach the meaning descriptions are obtained from a ﬁnite set of
predeﬁned features”, whereas “in a holistic implementation meaning descriptions are
derived from reference translations” (ibid.:1001).
At ﬁrst blush, the formal criteria deﬁning the molecular vs. holistic dichotomy
might seem similar to the formal criteria deﬁning the logical vs. statistical distinction.
However,itispossibletobuildmolecularmodelsthateithermakeuseofmathematical
statistics or make use only of mathematical logic, insofar as either kind of model can
be designed such that the meaning descriptions are obtained from a ﬁnite set of
axioms and/or predeﬁned features. Similarly, holistic models need not be statistical.
It is possible to conceive of a purely logical model that holistically derives meaning
descriptions from an entire set of reference translations, say, in the vein of inductive
logic models that rely solely on logical constraints without statistics or probability,
such as the grammar induction model of Angluin (1980).
The second dichotomy is also from Dummett. An austere theory of meaning
“merely relies upon simple recognition of the shape of the concepts”, whereas “in
a rich theory of meaning, the knowledge of the concepts is achieved by knowing the
features of these concepts” (Carl 2000, p997). Carl applies this speciﬁcally to corpus-
based MT saying “with an austere theory the system relies on the mere graphemic
surface form of the text”, whereas “in a system that uses a rich theory of mean-
ing, complex representations are computed including morphological, syntactical, and
semantical representations” (ibid.:1001).
Here too the formal criteria deﬁning austere vs. rich diverge from those deﬁning
lexical vs. compositional. It is reasonably common, though not required, that compo-
sitional models tend to use richer representations. But the key differentiating charac-
teristic that deﬁnes compositional models is that they permit recursive composition of
structures, which is independent of whether an austere or rich model introspectively
knows the features of these concepts.
ThethirddichotomyofCarl(2000)proposesthat“aﬁne-grainedtheoryofmeaning
derives concepts from single morphemes or separable words of the language, whereas
in a coarse-grained theory of meaning, concepts are obtained from morpheme clus-
ters” (ibid.: 997f). In terms of corpus-based MT, “in a ﬁne-grained theory, the minimal
length of a translation unit is equivalent to a morpheme while in a coarse-grained
theory this amounts to morpheme cluster, a phrase or a sentence” (ibid.:1001).
The formal criteria deﬁning ﬁne-grained vs. coarse-grained are orthogonal to
those deﬁning schema-based vs. example-based. Whether the lengths of transla-
tion units are ﬁne-grained morphemes or coarse-grained collocations/compounds/Mach Translat
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collocational
Fig. 7 Historical trajectories of development of transfer MT, EBMT, and SMT models
phrases/idioms is a distinction that lies on the compositional axis between lexical and
collocational (since we consider collocations to be a one-level instance of composi-
tion).Theunitsoftranslationmaybeeitherﬁne-grainedmorphemesorcoarse-grained
collocations, regardless of whether an example-based analogical model retrieves and
adapts examples from a large library at translation runtime, or a schema-based model
learns abstracted schemata during training and discards the concrete example base
prior to seeing any test instances at translation runtime.
Thus Carl’s dichotomies represent additional classiﬁcation criteria for a typology
of MT models, largely independent of the three dimensions we have discussed.
7C o n c l u s i o n
We have considered the interplay of three key ideas in the evolution of statistical,
example-based, and transfer approaches to MT. The deﬁnitions of SMT, EBMT, and
compositional MT we arrived at show that the issues actually constitute three inde-
pendent dimensions, which all translation models face in one way or another. The
historical development of the various schools of thought can thus be viewed as trajec-
tories within a three-dimensional MT model space, as summarized in Fig. 7.
Numerouskeyresearchquestionsarehighlightedbythisvisualization.Whilethere
is no clear division between the schools of thought, what is the right combination of
ingredients? To what extent can compositional SMT models circumvent the need to
memorize purely lexical collocations? Conversely, to what extent can large example
libraries improve compositional SMT models? How much generalization from train-
ing examples is desirable? Independent of whether generalization is performed at
training or testing time, what sort of generalization biases (similarity metrics, example
selection criteria, adaptation and combination functions) perform best? Answers to
these questions will ultimately help determine the optimum point in the MT model
space for any given translation application.Mach Translat
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